Some of the properties, of the topology of uniform convergence on the compactoid subsets of a non-Archimedean locally convex space E, are studied. In case E is metrizable, the compactoid convergence topology coincides with the finest locally convex topology which agrees with a~E', E) on equicontinuous sets.
Introduction
In [7J some of the properties of the topology of uniform convergence on the compactoid subsets, of a non-Archimedean locally convex space, are investigated. In the same paper, the authors defined the ~-product E~F of two non-Archimedean locally convex spaces E and F. EeF is the space of all continuous linear operators of E~ to F equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on the equicontinuous subsets of E', where E~ is the dual space E' of E endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on the compactoid subsets of E. In this paper, we continue with the investigation of the compactoid convergence topology T co. Among other things, we show that, for metrizable E, rco coincides with the topology 03C3, where 03C3 is the finest locally convex topology on E' which agrees with Q(E', E) on equicontinuous 1Key words and phrases: compactoid set, e-product, polar space, nuclear operator.
A.M.S. Subject Cfassi6cation: 46S10 sets. We also prove that 1~0 has a base at zero all sets ~°t~'~, , where W is a 03C403C3-neighborhood of zero and W03C3(E',E) denotes the 03C3(E', E)-closure of W.
If T : E ~ F is a nuclear (resp. compactoid) operator, then T' : ~ E'co is nuclear (resp. compactoid). Also, if T; : =1, 2, are nuclear, then T = T1~T2 : E1~E2 ~ F1 ~F2, T u = T2uT'1, is nuclear. Finally we show that rco is compatible with the dual pair E', E > iff every closed compactoid subset of E is complete.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, K will stand for a complete non-Archimedean valued field, whose valuation is non-trivial, and N for the set of natural numbers. By a seminorm, on a vector space E over K, we will mean a non-Archimedean seminorm.
Let now E be a locally convex space over K. The collection of all continuous seminorms on E will be denoted by cs(E). The algebraic dual, the topological dual, and the completion of E will be denoted by E*, E [12] or [13] 
Since each of the functions x' ~ xv, x' > is ~(E', E)
, -continuous on V00, it follows that the restriction of x" to V00 is 03C3(E', E)-
continuous. This clearly proves that x" is continuous.
On the other hand, let x" e F n .E" and let V be a convex neighborhood of zero in E. Let |03BB| > 1 and set D = {x' E E' : ~x',x">f 1~.
There exists a finite subset S of E such that
The set A = co(S) is a complete metrizable compactoid in (E", v(E", E')). .
Since V00 is absolutely convex and E')-closed, it follows that (A + V00)e is Q(E", E')-closed by ( T''y', x > = y',T x > = y', 03A303BBnfn(x)yn > = 03A3 03BBnfn(x)y'(yn). in E. Since (~yn) is a null sequence, the result follows.
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On the f-product As it is shown in [7] , the e-product of two polar complete spaces is
complete. The for n > mo. This clearly completes the proof.
